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About This Game

Explore strange new worlds and enjoy unique adventures in Mimpi!
Mimpi is fantastic new adventure, puzzle, and platformer game. The game is like a psychedelic illustration come alive.

Mimpi the dog is searching for his master in eight diverse worlds. The environment is seldom repetitive, the puzzles are always
new. The story is told without words by the game world itself. The game can be played by anyone: kids, adults, hipsters and

crypto terrestrials... :)

Key Features

8 carefully designed and challenging levels where each screen is extraordinary piece of art

Puzzle, platformer and adventure mechanics combined into unique gameplay style

Unique puzzles and minigames that seldom repeat

24 short collectible comics to discover

Unobtrusive story told completely without words, no boring dialogues

Music changes as you progress thru levels "composed by Sype Studios"
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Various character skins available in game

Extremely sharp vector graphics

Fully interactive game world with cartoon-like physics

Solve challenges and puzzles in many different ways

Follow Us
Become a fan of Mimpi on Facebook and get the latest updates: https://www.facebook.com/siliconjelly/ or follow us on Twitter:

http://www.twitter.com/siliconjelly
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Title: Mimpi
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dreadlocks Mobile, Silicon Jelly
Publisher:
Dreadlocks Mobile, Silicon Jelly
Franchise:
Mimpi
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 Ghz Single Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 Compatible (Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated audio interface

Additional Notes: Notice that the game does not run on most of the integrated video cards such as Intel GMA. It also requires
at least 256 MB of video memory to run smoothly.
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Mimpi is a Steam Videogame featuring cranky complexion brightening creativity that is both
abstract and very waddling different in cradling parts!!!

I cant say so much to blind the bottle into a bland settlement but it gives art a fine
degree in a hint of colorful glitter sequences!!!

Controls are a coat of a beauty prep trying to play a videogame with no hardout tryout
at all!!!Very comfy and directed to an beginner audience but some may find it quite
frustrating on the platforming parts!!!

A gold flaky level design throughout while exploring the white napping dogs thoughts in
trippy delusions!!!Quite a contrast to most and some may think the developer was smoking the
good old grandpa pop chart as hes completely high when he comes up with the enemy creations that
make both the player tattling confused in bell dropping situations!And a stock of smartness that is
unusual to a viewers eye chess piece!!!

The music is okay..its a understated option that delivers a good atmospheric seldom tune that
cascades your shoulders and your leftover brain but it never gives a breakage of a classic
videogame ost soundtrack!!!

The abstract art is what makes this game a top roller in diced heaven while trapping yourself ontop of a helldrive
hill while demons poke all the absurd nonsense in your human skull like wavy drip-drop mind!!!

The only hairspray drawback and complaint i have but its just me?
Theirs too many puzzles and sometimes u can get really sick and tired of the jumbling
configurement in alot of the stage like scenes!

Other then that its just me or others that dont like jaspering puzzles but i wont downgrade it
because the whole game is hammering good thats why!!!

Sometimes it can be very a cuticle layer of satisfying beauty in a number scale of an artist!
Others can just be quite frankly very detailed creepy in various parts in the game!
It plays with your scolastic brain alot and it can make you feel dearranged in alot of sections in
the overall world!!!

I love the character white dampy angel puppy that glady makes his head bob to much to the druggy crack world
lighting the way with his positivity to get out of this sloppy bunny easter egg mess!!!

You want replay value..you got it?They even have 10 special characters including 11 which is a merry christmas mimpi Dog suit
that
gives a splendid way to waste time but to really enjoy a hungry licking dog chow masterpiece!!!

I really really really really really really really..sry for saying 7 times really but this game is a strolling made-up classic that
is short but gets to the classified point of giving your mind a battling eye view to something umbrella different!!!
If your looking for realism its not here...its for people that want something they havent seen before!I give all the props to
whoever
worked on this game!

So really i give this game a 10\/10 argue all you want in deciphering souls and chamber chain walls striking me that i
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was wrong?But this game deserves a 10 right away,and you should play it if you want something flat-out chip away creativity
that
is done right and its very balanced to be fun!This is definately my top favorite 100 games ive ever played period in the distant
future
love the burrito master!!!
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